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add to the existing knowledge and puts this in a context. It lacks novelty despite having 

originality; however i am of the view that it qualifies as a scholarly work as authors have 

done scientific search methodology and tabulated the existing studies. In addition, and 

more importantly, authors have written their experience and technical tips of repair that 

are very valuable for readership. I have some comments for authors to consider. 1. BDI 

acronym is apt in this manuscript and should be considered by authors. 2. In surgical 

technique section - when authors comment that most BDI are repaired at 6–10-week time, 

it actually excludes the ontable recognized BDI that are many times repaired with HPB 

surgical consult during index procedure itself. This diversity has to be mentioned for 

readers. PMID: 35367147. I am unaware of any large series that reported ontable index 
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might have been done or delayed repair contemplated.  3. I recommend to add 

comments to propose life long followup with 10 year or long duration patency rates of 

the repair, considering this is a benign disease and QoL is not a matter of few years, but 

long term matter. 4. I also recommend mentioned 1-2 statement about health economics 

related to this problem of BDI, economics of robotics versus conventional laparoscopy, 

and also the 3D laparoscopy versus conventional 2D laparoscopy. Also the use of barbed 

sutures is increasingly common and reported as safe in biliary repair PMID 34667894  

and some comment is warranted. What sutures do you use? Do you place internal stents 

or recommend it? 5. You mention potential for AI and computer-guided technology use - 

but you did not tell how exactly will this be used or useful. Give examples. 6. You 

mention ICG but i dont see any mention on IOC. Please comment on it. I am sure some 

authors will have reported on this too. 7. What energy device do you use for dissection 

to minimize collateral thermal injury 8. How do you incorporate enhanced recovery 

pathways in this surgery.  9. What is the scope of informed consent and shared decision 

making before surgery 10. What is the followup protocols like and role of interventional 

radiology in patients who develop bile leak post-op.  Please enhance the content to 

include above issues. 
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manuscript need substantial improvement.      • The content is disorganized, making 
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replicability.     • The conclusions drawn from the available evidence are not 
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scientific quality and contribution of the manuscript do not meet the standards required 

for publication in World Journal of Gastrointestinal Surgery. 

 


